Spectrum Timing Schedule for
2020 OHSAA Football Regional and
State Semifinal Telecasts

Spectrum is the official TV partner of the OHSAA and is permitted to provide live TV
coverage of OHSAA postseason football and basketball contests. Spectrum has
exclusivity to any play-by-play telecasts of the games they select.

Regional and State Semifinal Games, 7:07 p.m. Kickoff
6:45      Coin Toss
6:48      Teams Exit Field
6:50 - 7:00  Home Team Band Pregame Show
7:02      Teams Return to Field
7:03      National Anthem Played by Home Team Band (or visiting band if home team requests)
7:07      Kickoff

Timeouts, Halftime and Halftime Interviews

Team Called Timeouts: 60 seconds plus an additional 25 seconds for teams to get into ready position (1:25 total)

TV Timeouts Per Quarter: Before each televised game, Spectrum will determine if additional TV timeouts will be
taken. If so, each quarter there will be one (1) :90 second timeout, plus an additional :25 seconds for teams to get
into ready position.

Timeout Note: A team timeout will count as a TV timeout (and be converted to the longer :90 + :25) if the timeout
is not during the first drive of a quarter.

Time Between 1st-2nd and 3rd-4th Quarters: 90 seconds plus an additional 25 seconds for the teams to get into
ready position (1:55 total).

Halftime: Intermission shall be 15:00 plus 3:00 for teams to warm up. The field clock will start at 20:00 upon the
referee’s signal and the clock will run continuously to 0:00, at which time the clock will be reset to 3:00 and
immediately started and run continuously to 0:00. Teams must return to the field within 20 minutes. Each band
may perform for 10 minutes.

Coaches Halftime Interviews: Spectrum may conduct an interview with coaches leaving the field at halftime.
Typically, the coach of the team with the lead (or the home team if the score is tied) will be interviewed when
leaving the field for halftime. The other coach will be interviewed when he returns to the field.